
Summary

Key characteristics Steeply rising hill side above recent development consisting of a 
medium-sized irregular pastoral field with low-cut hedges. 
Little Castle Farm to the north east is a prominent white building on the 
hillside visible in views from the south.
The site forms part of the backcloth and positive approach to the 
settlement from the east along Monmouth Road.
The area is within the SLA.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The site is part of an area that performs an important role for Usk in providing an unspoilt, 
tranquil and rural backcloth of steep hills and valleys sides of woods and pasture. It is highly 
prominent from the Monmouth Road with its steep pasture contributing to the rural character 
of this edge of the settlement and the farm to the north east is a minor landmark in more 
distant views.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing as it rises higher than existing hillside development in an 
area that has an unspoilt rural character with hillsides prominent in views from the Monmouth 
Road and valleys to the south. Any housing would form an intrusive skyline in views from the 
Monmouth Road.

LLCA Context

LLCA number U02

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Eastern part of site CS/0033 forming the southern edge of Area 
U2, adjoining recent development to west and Monmouth Road 
to south.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL038Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH128Number

ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS017Number

HighValue

HighSensitivity

Historical landscapes
H39Number

Site CS/0033E Settlement: Usk
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL048Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CAA38Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

100% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Steeply rising hill side above recent development of medium-sized 
irregular pastoral fields with low-cut hedges and Cockshoot Wood to the 
north east.
The area forms part of the backcloth to the settlement and valleys in 
views from the south and east.
The area is almost all within the SLA.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The site is part of an area that performs an important role for Usk in providing an unspoilt, 
tranquil and rural backcloth of steep hills and valleys sides of woods and pasture.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing as it rises higher than existing hillside development in an 
area that has an unspoilt rural character with hillsides prominent in views from the valleys to 
the south.

LLCA Context

LLCA number U02

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Western part of site CS/0033 forming the southern edge of Area 
U2, adjoining recent development to south.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL038Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH128 MNMTHLH113Number

Moderate LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS017Number

HighValue

HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL048Number

OutstandingValue

Historical landscapes
H39Number

100% moderateValue

Site CS/0033W Settlement: Usk
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

vast majority in SLA

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Combined Character Area
CAA38Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Part of two small and medium-sized irregular pastoral fields on a 
steeply rising valley side above recent development and Cockshoot 
Wood to the north west.
The site is divided from the development by a stream course with 
riparian vegetation.
The site forms part of the backcloth to the settlement and valleys in 
views from the south and east although is not widely visible.
The area is within the SLA.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The site is part of an area that performs an important role for Usk in providing an unspoilt, 
tranquil and rural backcloth of steep hills and valleys sides of woods and pasture. It is clearly 
separated from new development by stream course and riparian vegetation and hedgerow and 
has no boundary to the north east.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing as it is separated from existing development by the 
natural boundary of a stream course and hedgerow  and rises beyond it with no firm boundary 
to the north east in an area that has an unspoilt rural character with hillsides prominent in 
views from the valleys to the south.

LLCA Context

LLCA number U02

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Southern edge of Area U2, adjoining recent development to 
south.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL038Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH128Number

ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS017Number

HighValue

HighSensitivity

Historical landscapes
H39Number

Site CS/0063 Settlement: Usk
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL048Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CAA38Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

100% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Lower valley sides to the north of Olway Brook valley.
Small triangular pasture field with low-cut hedgerow to north and east 
and trees to south.
The field forms part of positive rural approach to settlement along 
Monmouth Road. 
Settlement edge is recent and partially screened to the east by trees.
The area lies adjacent to the SLA.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is high/medium sensitivity due to its positive contribution to the Monmouth  Road 
approach to the settlement. There is no apparent reason why the field should not be in the 
SLA as it forms part of the continuum of the hillside.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing due to its small size, inherent positive character, 
visibility from Monmouth Road, and any development would be seen as ribbon development 
along this road.

LLCA Context

LLCA number U01

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Located on lower valley sides separated from floodplain by 
dismantled railway.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL038Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH128Number

ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS068 MNMTHVS046Number

High HighValue

HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL048Number

Historical landscapes
H39Number

100% moderateValue

Site CS/0162 Settlement: Usk
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

adjacent to SLA on two boundaries

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CAA29Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Flat valley floor, mostly floodplain, with dismantled railway on 
embankment to north and steeply rising valley sides to south west.
The mix of small-scale arable and pasture fields and house curtilage are 
highly enclosed by woodland at Graig Foel, trees on the dismantled 
railway to the north and other boundary trees including mature limes to 
the north.
The adjacent settlement edge is a low-density mix of dwellings and a 
hotel in generally large well vegetated gardens.
The areas is disturbed to an extent by the A472 which has views into 
the site and commercial premises in the north eastern corner are a 
detractor.
The SLA runs along the steep wooded slopes along its south western 
boundary.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity because it is in floodplain and has high scenic value with 
its enclosed small-scale fieldscape complementing the steep wooded slopes of Graig Foel 
adjacent. The house and large garden provide an appropriate low density character to this 
side of the settlement.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity for housing because it is in floodplain and the settlement 
edge character is low density with large curtilages which are well vegetated.  These act as a 
contrast to the main bulk of the settlement which is across the River Usk. Though the area is 
enclosed and not subject to a wider views the inherent character of the area is positive and 
complements the adjacent wooded valley sides as well as the settlement. The site is also 
visible from the A472.

LLCA Context

LLCA number U04

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

In middle of Area U4 and also including curtilage of large house 
adjacent.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL063Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH113 MNMTHLH121 MNMTHLH124Number

Low Moderate ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS045 MNMTHVS068Number

Site CS/0176 Settlement: Usk
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

SLA adjacent to the south west

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Graig Foel medieval ringwork SAM adjacent to south west

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

High HighValue

High HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL045 MNMTHCL047Number

HighValue

Combined Character Area
CAA35 CAA36Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H28Number

100% highValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Flat valley floor, mostly floodplain, with dismantled railway on 
embankment to north and steeply rising valley sides to south west.
Small-scale arable fields are highly enclosed by woodland at Graig Foel, 
trees on the dismantled railway and mature limes to the north and 
around adjacent large property curtilages.
The adjacent settlement edge is a mix of dwellings and commercial 
premises which are a detractor.
The areas is disturbed to the east by the A472 which positive views into 
the site.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity because it is in floodplain and has positive rural 
character with its enclosed small-scale fieldscape complementing the steep wooded slopes of 
Graig Foel adjacent and acting as separating green space between elements of the setlement 
visible from the A472.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has medium/low capacity for housing because the adjacent settlement edge 
character is low density with large curtilages which are well vegetated.  These act as a 
contrast to the main bulk of the settlement which is across the River Usk. Though the area is 
enclosed and not subject to a wider views the inherent character of the area is positive and 
complements the adjacent wooded valley sides as well as the settlement. Views are possible 
from the A472 and development would change the predominantly linear pattern of 
development.

LLCA Context

LLCA number U04

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Forms the middle part of Area U4 outside the SLA and adjacent 
to the A472.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL058 MNMTHGL063Number

Outstanding ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH124 MNMTHLH113 MNMTHLH121Number

Moderate Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS045Number

HighValue

HighSensitivity

Site CS/0245 Settlement: Usk
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

adjacent to SLA to the south west

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Graig Foel medieval ringwork SAM adjacent to south west

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL047Number

HighValue

Combined Character Area
CAA36Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H28Number

100% highValue
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